
January 2014 – Quorum 

Greetings Brothers,  

 

As promised in my article in the latest issue of The Mask, I will be providing occasional posts on 

important or confusing legislative or parliamentary issues through the international listserv and 

Facebook page. The first topic chosen was quorum as many Chapters struggle to understand and/or find 

ways to meet quorum which prohibits their ability to conduct efficient and effective business meetings.  

Robert’s Rules of Order defines quorum as the number of members required to be present in order for 

business to be validly transacted. It is important to note that this only refers to those present, not the 

number actually voting on a particular question. The Constitution & By-Laws of the Fraternity discuss 

quorum in six important situations. These areas include quorum at Grand Council Conventions, 

International Executive Committee meetings, Collegiate Chapter meetings (quorums for election 

meetings and other business meetings), Graduate Chapter meetings and Province meetings. It is 

important to understand that Chapters and Provinces may elect to increase their quorum requirements, 

but can not decrease the number as that would be a conflict with the superior enactments of the 

Fraternity (much like state versus federal law where you can be more restrictive, but cannot be more 

permissive). At this point I am going to focus on the Chapter quorum as that is the issue most chapters 

are having.  

The Graduate Chapter section is a little more straight-forward and also has a much lower required 

quorum at 1/5th of members. This is lower than what you typically see as some Graduate Chapters may 

have a very large roster and may also have several Brothers who do not live in the immediate area. 

Quorum can be potentially problematic for those who offer “lifetime memberships,” or who collect 

several years’ worth of dues at one time, because when those members don’t show up quorum is more 

difficult to obtain. Therefore this lower number helps the Graduate Chapters more easily reach quorum 

to conduct business. However, per Robert’s Rules of Order, if a Graduate Chapter writes electronic 

meetings into their ordinances, they are permitted to have phone or videoconferencing meetings which 

may also allow them to reach quorum. Even this can be difficult to meet for some of the more 

established Graduate Chapters who may have upwards of 100+ members on their roster, so it is 

important for Chapters to include requirements for good standing within their membership 

requirements (Ordinance 2). Graduate Chapters can include provisions such as past meeting attendance, 

involvement with social or philanthropic events, etc in order to define good standing and thus more 

easily meet quorum. On the flip side of this, a Graduate Chapter may consider a minimum whole 

number for quorum. For example, if there are only 10 members in the Chapter, a quorum would 

technically be 2 members, and a group may not want only 2 members deciding the business. This is not 

required, but something to consider if the desire of the Chapter is to ensure decisions are made by a 

larger group. 

The Collegiate Chapter section is more complicated since it differentiates the quorum for election 

meetings versus other business. With recent changes at GCC allowing APPE students to be excluded 



from quorum, this has helped Chapters more easily meet quorum. It is important to remember that a 

Chapter must actively write this into their ordinances as it is not automatic. The requirement for 

standard meetings is 1/2 of all active members in good-standing with the Chapter and the quorum for 

election meetings is 2/3 of the same constituents. The reason for this higher requirement is the 

importance of the business being conducted and you want to have a larger group making decisions that 

can greatly impact the course of the Chapter (officer elections). It is for this reason that Chapters should 

write into their ordinances the requirements of membership in Ordinance 2. In addition to being in 

arrears for payment, many Chapters include attendance minimums at meetings or other Chapter events 

to ensure that Brothers who are routinely missing meetings do not negatively affect the ability to reach 

quorum. Any language should also include stipulations for regaining good standing such as fine 

(Ordinance 10 for arrears and fines) or timeframe. 

Another issue I wanted to highlight is the Election of Members which applies to both Collegiate 

Chapters and new members initiated through Graduate Chapters. I have received many general and 

ordinance questions related to this point. It is important to note that the language in By-Law III, Section 

2 of both Uniform By-Laws has no discussion of quorum. The language says “at no time may a person be 

elected to membership without having received an affirmative vote from at least three fourths (3/4) of 

the Membership eligible to vote.” This means that any pledge is required to receive 3/4 affirmative of 

the total Chapter membership in good-standing. If we think about the implications of this vote, we are 

making someone a member for LIFE and thus a larger group of people should be involved in this 

decision. Since this is not related to quorum, APPE students cannot be excluded from this vote. 

Therefore Chapters have to find ways to ensure they are involved in this decision (provided in good-

standing).  

There are many ways to assist in improving quorum and reaching the numbers needed to conduct 

business. I encourage Chapters and Provinces to create forums to discuss these issues. This is an ideal 

task for Parliamentarians in assisting their provinces. Some Chapters have provisions allowing electronic 

voting, videoconferencing, etc. If you have any questions about other ways to address these issues, 

more questions about quorum, or have suggestions on future topics feel free to email me at 

grandcounselor@kappapsi.org.  

 

Fraternally, 

Robert Mancini, PharmD, BCOP 

Grand Counselor 2013-2015 
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